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DOUBLE FERN BATIK  |  GF2272CFM
US$ 80.00

Size :  S/M (18-24),  M/L (26-30 ), X/L (32-34)
Front Length :  S/M (30 ), M/L (31 1/2), X/L (33 1/2 )

FORESTMULLBERRY

The Double Fern Batik is a perfect button down bathing 
suit cover-up or cover over a tank or camisole. Made 
of 100% cotton. Hand wash and line dry.

Back Details Fabric Details

DOUBLE DRAGONFLY  |  GF2272  
US$ 80.00

The Double Dragonfly is the perfect hot weather cover-up 
blouse or shirt.  Made of 100% first quality cotton.  These 
are our own dyes and batik stamps.  It is longer in the back 
and features double fabric across the shoulders.  Great 
looking!  Easy travel. Machine or hand wash and line dry. 

Size :  S/M (18-24),  M/L (26-30 ), X/L (32-34)
Front Length :  S/M (30 ), M/L (31 1/2), X/L (33 1/2 )

TEAL
GF2272CDRM  

RED
GF2272RDG  Back Details



SUN SKIMMER SHEER  |  GF0701SHR
US$ 30.00

Shimmer in a slip-on beach cover-up with hand beaded 
drawstrings. Adjustable ties to fit to your body type. Dries 
in seconds. Fits easy into a beach bag, filters sun rays, 
adjustable.

One size fits up to 3X  |  100% polyester chiffon

RED TURQUOIS PINK BLACK

Bottom Slit Details

Drawstring Details

SUN SHADER OPAQUE  |  GF0701OPQ
US$ 35.00

Protect your skin from the sun in a slip-on beach cover-up 
with hand beaded drawstrings. One size. Adjustable ties to 
fit to your body type. Dries in seconds. 100% organic rayon. 
Fits easy into a beach bag, blocks sun rays, adjustable.

One size fits up to 3X  

PINKTURQUOIS CHOCOLATE

BLACK

Bottom Slit Details

Drawstring Details

beach covers
casual covers

caftans
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FRANGIPANI SUNSHADER  |  GF7710RSS
US$ 36.00

Protect your skin from the sun in a slip-on beach cover-up 
with hand beaded drawstrings. One size. Adjustable ties to 
fit to your body type. Dries in seconds. 100% organic rayon. 
Fits easy into a beach bag, blocks sun rays, adjustable.

Size : M/L (fits sizes 16-24)  |  X/L (fits sizes 26-32)

Armhole Details Bottom Drawstrings Details

beach covers
casual covers

caftans
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Shoulder Slit Details

THE LIZ COVER  |  GF7709
US$ 66.00

Size : M/L (18-28)  |  L/XL (30-34)
Length : 31” M/L  |  33” L/XL

LIGHT BLUE PINK BLACK LIME

The Liz Cover is a slightly sheer top with shoulder slit. 
Made of 100% cotton. The fabric has been cleverly twisted 
to give a crinkle effect. Wonderful over a tank or camisole. 
Perfect for the beach or just a casual affair. Machine wash  
and line dry.



DIAMOND STITCH COLLAR  |  GF2233RRB
US$ 69.00

This is a lightweight blouse that can be worn over a tank, 
camisole, cap sleeve or bathing suit. Features a unique 
diamond stitch pattern and buttons.  Easy travel.  Gentle 
wash cycle or hand wash and line dry.

Size : 1X - 4X   |  100% chiffon rayon

Fabric & Button Details Neckline Details

beach covers
casual covers

caftans
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ESSENTIAL ELEGANCE   |  GF0259BCR
US$ 45.00

Essential Elegance is a stylish cover for the beach or evening 
wear. It is a very lightweight rayon “sheer” chiffon with a 
flair sleeve. Wear over a camisole, tank, sleeveless top or 
bathing suit. Dries quickly and travels well. Gentle wash 
and line dry.

SIZE 
XL / 1X  |  Chest 52,5”  Length 33”
2X |  Chest 56,5”  Length 34”

Shoulder Details Shoulder Details



CASUAL COTTON  |  GF2272CTNM
US$ 65.00

This jewel neckline shirt doubles as a casual blouse and a 
cover. It is lightweight and cool.  It is longer in the back and 
double fabric across the shoulders.

Size:  S/M (18-24),  M/L (26-30 ), X/L (32-34)
Front Length:  S/M (30 ), M/L (31 1/2), X/L (33 1/2 )

THE FLAT COLLAR BUTTON DOWN  |  GF2269R
US$ 62.00

Neckline Details Back Details

LIGHT BLUE BEIGE BLACKLIME

beach covers
casual covers

caftans
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The Flat Collar Button Down is our own dye lot. Made of 
100% cotton. Perfect over one of camisoles or just a cover-
up over a tank or bathing suit. Features a mother-of-pearl 
button. Fast drying. Machine wash and line or tumble dry.

Size : 
Regular : XL - 4X  |  M/L=18-24 (XL-2X) | X/L=26-32 (3X-4X) 
Petite : XL-2X  |  M/L = 18-24



CAFTAN TOP  |  GFCF06R
US$ 48.00

The Caftan Top is made from organic rayon. It is the 
traditional caftan but blouse length with a jewel neckline. 
GF made it simple and light. You can dress it up or down. 
Made for casual days and evenings. Also can be used as a 
beach cover-up. 

One size fits X/L - 4X  |  100% organic rayon

“V” CAFTAN TOP   |  GF7708EBL
US$ 88.00

Our “V” neckline caftan is decorated with pewter threads. 
Made of 100% organic crinkle rayon. Unusual design. 
Easy travel. Coordinates with white pants or leggins. Fits 
up to a 3x. Length is approximately 33” from the top of the 
shoulder.

Size : One size fits XL - 5X  |  100% organic rayon

Back Embroidery Details Bottom Embroidery Details

CHOCOLATE BLACKMAROON

beach covers
casual covers

caftans
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CRAFTY CAFTAN  |  GFCF06CTT
US$ 88.00

COLOR COTTON CAFTANS  |  GF2263S & L 
US$ 54.00 (SHORT)  |  US$ 65 (LONG)

beach covers
casual covers

caftans
cover-ups & caftans

Our Color Cotton Caftan come short or long. Made of 100% 
cotton (some colors are slightly sheer). This is a twisted fabric 
creating a crinkle effect for look and texture. Perfect for a 
beach outing or over a tank top. Soft enough for sleepwear or 
just lounging about the house. All our fabrics are pre-washed 
and soften. Machine wash and line dry.

Size : M / L ( 18-26) and X / L (28-34)
Length : Short 36” M/L and 38”XL Long 49” for all sizes 

The Crafty Caftan is made of 100% cotton. Features a machine 
embroidery along the neckline and edges of the borders. Our 
‘V’ neckline caftan can be worn over a nylon bathing suit, 
used as a lounger or even as a sleepwear. This has been our 
best selling warm weather caftans. Slightly sheer. The fabric 
is white with black embroidery or black with mixed threads 
of pewter and black. Machine wash and line dry.

One size fits X/L - 5X
Length : 49”  |  Height : 71”

LONG - CELERY

LONG - SKY BLUE SHORT - BLACK

SHORT - LIME

SHORT - SKY BLUE
BLACK /
BLACK & PEWTER

WHITE / BLACK
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EARLY EVENING BATIK COLLECTION  
GF2276BBKL (LONG) & GF2276RBKS (SHORT) 
US$ 80.00 (SHORT)  |  US 90.00 (LONG)

This is GF’s original batik design.  Features 2 rows of antique 
stamps and hidden front buttons.  A very slimming effect for 
an Early Evening Affair.  You can choose our longer shirt 
(34”)  or crop length (27 ½”).  Very stylish and updated. 
Machine wash and line dry.

Size : 1X - 5X  |  100% Organic Rayon

OPEN ORCHID COLLECTION
GF2276COR
US$ 76.00 (SHORT)  |  US$ 86.00 (LONG)

Neckline Details Sleeve DetailsGF2276BBKL

GF2276RBKS

Size : 1X - 5X  |  100% cotton

Our orchid batik stamp fabric is expressive and bold.  It is a gentle 
statement that can be accessorized with our Tangerine Twister 
Tank and white cotton pants.  You can wear open or closed.  The 
short is 27 1/2” and the long is 34” from the top of the shoulder.  
Machine wash and line dry.

blouses
tanks

camisoles
tops10

Coordinating Top
Tangerine Twister Tank

Page 21

Coordinating Bottom
White Pants
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BLUE A MAZEMENT   |  GF2276CBZL
US$ 86.00

What a refreshing color combination!  Our long shirt with 
collar and French sleeves and double as a jacket cover or 
button-down blouse.  The choice is yours.  Looks fantastic 
with white pants and a white tank or camisole.  Completely 
unique and dressy for those special occasions.  Machine 
wash and line dry. Length is 34”.

Size : 1X - 5X  |  100% Cotton

Size : 1X - 4X  |  100% organic rayon

MIXED BOUQUET COLLECTION  |  GF2276FB 
US$ 86.00
Our Bouquet Jacket/Blouse comes in Flowering Red or Teal.  
This is our basic long shirt with a collar and French sleeves.  
Just really dressy without over stating yourself.  This shirt 
reflects confidence and taste.  Dress it up with our tangerine 
twister tank as an open jacket or button-up as a shirt.  You 
just can’t go wrong. This is one jacket top shirt that strangers 
will say, “Where did you get that?!”.  Machine wash and 
line dry. Length is 34”

Neckline Details Sleeve Details

Coordinating Tank
Dressy Tank

Page 21
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PEACEFUL PALM   |  GF2276CPLM
US$ 86.00

A MAZEMENT IN BLACK   |  GF2276CTZM
US$ 80.00

One of GF’s most popular copper batik stamps.  This color 
combination is a winner.  Wear it with black pants and tops 
for a true slimming effect and elegance. It’s really about 
looking great without going to too much trouble.  Add this 
blouse to your basic collection.  It is a must!  Machine wash 
and tumble dry. Length is 31” for a 2X.

Size : 1X - 5X  |  100% cotton

Sleeve Details Coordinating Tank 
Simply Black

Page  21

blouses
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Coordinating Tank 
Simply Black

Page  21

Coordinating Bottom
White Pants

Page 27

This is Stephen’s favorite button down collar shirt for 2007.  
An original batik based on nature’s impressions.  A pretty 
nice khaki color which coordinates with many pants and 
tops.  Features our French roll-up cuff and mother-of-pearl 
buttons.  We have coordinated our ¾ sleeve shirt with a 
black cotton tank.  Simply machine wash and line dry or 
tumble dry for 5 minutes. Length is 31” for a 2X.

Size : 1X - 5X  |  100% cotton



SWEET TANGERINE RED  |  GF2276RROM
US$ 76.00

Another color we dreamed up!  Just beautiful and unusual.  
This is a blouse that coordinates with many colors – 
especially our white linen pants and tangerine twister tank.  
It comes long  about 34” from the top of the shoulder.  It is a 
flowing and moving fabric.  Machine wash and tumble dry.  
All of our fabrics are washed before  we cut and sew.

Size : 1X - 5X  |  100% cotton

Size : 1X - 5X  |  100% Cotton

THE EVERYTHING BLOUSE   |  GF2276CTM 
US$ 76.00

A button down collar blouse made from cotton.  It is our 
basic French cut sleeve with mother-of-pearl buttons.  Wear 
it over everything and everywhere.  Simple.  Black or White.  
Add a tank or just button-up.  Machine wash and tumble 
dry. Length is 31” for a 2X.

Coordinating Top
Tangerine Twister Tank

Page 21

Sleeve Details

Sleeve Details Neckline Details

13tops blouses
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THE TANGERINE AFFAIR  |  GF2278CTN
US$ 76.00

A more stylish open collar with a ¾ French cut sleeve.  Fresh 
new color that coordinates with our Tangerine Twister Tank 
or our Simply Black Tank.  Wear with white or black pants.  
Really clean looking.  Sharp. Machine wash and tumble 
dry.  Length is 31” for a 2X.

Size : 1X - 5X  |  100% Cotton

THE A MAZEMENT  |  GF2278CTN
US$ 76.00

Mother-of-pearl buttons on a  4-color batik cotton.  Open 
round collar with ¾ sleeve.  Wear it closed or open with a 
tank or camisole.  Looks exceptional with our linen rayon 
pant (white or black). Machine wash and tumble dry. Length 
is 31” for a 2X.

Size : 1X - 5X  |  100% Cotton

Sleeve Details
Coordinating Tank

Simply Black
Page 21

Neckline Details Sleeve Details

blouses
tanks

camisoles
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THE RIGHT ON!  |  GF2276RBSS
US$ 76.00

The perfect little blouse or open jacket/cover.  Something to 
go “Right On!” about.  Because it is black, cotton, button 
down, collar, - the list of advantages is endless.  Machine 
wash and tumble dry.  All of our fabrics are washed before 
sewing. Length is 27 1/2” for a 2X.

Size : 1X - 5X  |  100% organic rayon

GF BIG SHIRT   |  GF2233TULIP
US$ 74.00

Neckline Details

KHAKI BLUE BLACK RED WHITE

15tops blouses
tanks

camisoles

Coordinating Bottom
White Pants

Page 27

The GF Basic Big Shirt features a shirt tail length in the back. 
Made of 100% cotton. We love the colors! You can play with 
various color tanks or tees. It is light weight and dries quickly. 
Simple and Easy.

Comes in M/L (fits up to a 2x) and X/L (3x-4x).

The length for the M/L is approx. 33” and for the X/L is approx. 
35”. These are our own color dyes which have been perfected for 
saturation and durability after washing. All our fabrics are washed 
and softened before cutting.



FORGIVING FERN   |  GF2254CFEM
US$ 86.00

Original batik design inspired by nature.  Comfortable 
cotton with a “V” neckline and mother-of-pearl buttons.  
Features a roll-up ¾ sleeve.  Our most popular blouse for 
women with wider hips.  This style keeps you looking slim 
and is roomy.  It is smaller at the chest and wider at the waist 
and hips.  Machine wash and tumble light dry.  Length is 
33” for a 1x.

Size : 1x - 5x   |  100% Cotton

THE WRAP TOP  |  GF2266CWT
US$ 75.00

Neckline Details Sleeve Details

The Wrap Top is an adjustable blouse with an interior 
button. Made of 100% cotton with linen trim. Wear it 
with linen or jersey pants. Stylish and different. Adjust 
the linen tie at the chest under armhole. Complete 
coverage with ease. Machine wash and line dry.
Size : M / L (18-24) and X / L (26-30)
Length : Approximately 27”

BLACK BLUE CLAY BUTTER

blouses
tanks

camisoles
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GF BASIC PULLOVER  |  GF2261
US$ 69.00

COTTON SARI PULLOVER  |  GF2262
US$ 69.00

Our Cotton Sari top featues a 3/4 sleeve. Made of 100% cotton 
(hankerchief weight). Perfect for hot summer days and nights. Can 
be worn over a bathing suit or aa sleepwear. Or wear it as a 
casual top with a skin tone bra. Some colors are slightly sheer. 
Machine wash and line dry.

ORANGE SAND PINK

Our Basic Pullover top has a taper push-up sleeve. Made of 95% 
cotton and 5% lycra. This stretch jersey is so comfortable to wear. 
We added a rounded “V” neckline for look and side slits for ease. 
Roomy at chest and hips without fabric abundance at the armhole. 
Coordinates with black jersey or cotton pants for everyday wear 
throughout the year. We have blended our own colors. Machine 
wash and line dry.

Petite Size : X/L - 3X  |  Regular Size : X/L - 4X
Petite Length : 1X is 26”  |  Regular Length : 1X is 29”

Coordinating Bottom :
Left GF FORMULA PANTS- Page 27
Right SIMPLY PALAZZO - Page 26

17tops blouses
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THE TIE FRONT  |  GF2267
US$ 75.00

MONET’S GARDEN COLLECTION  |  GF2259RFB
US$ 80.00

Our new pull-over blouse with a trumpet sleeve is really 
about simple elegance. Another bestseller which is wider 
at the hip but smaller at the chest (therefore no more fabric 
build up at the armhole).  Dress it up with white or black 
pants or even better a long skirt for a Special Occasion. 
Machine wash and line dry.  
Center front length is 32” for a 1X.

Size : M/L (sizes X/L - 2X)  |  X/L (sizes 3X - 4X)

KHAKI / CHAMPAGNE

The ¾ sleeve Tie Front Top features a decorative satin trim 
with ties.  It is wider at the hip and slightly smaller at the 
chest.  Falls loosely and does not cling to the body.  Machine 
wash and line dry.  The length for a 2X is 27”. 

Size :  1X - 4X   |  100% Organic Rayon

BLACK BLUE

Neckline Details Sleeve Details

blouses
tanks
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ROSE COLLECTION  |  GF2265
US$ 75.00

Size : 1X - 5X

RED BLACK & CLAYPINK

CARLEEN BLOUSE   |  GF2277CCLM 
US$ 75.00

Comes in our Tangerine Red or Solid Black.  A very 
fashionable garment for special times.  A high mandarin-
like collar  and a roll-up sleeve with button. Our designer 
rounded off the bottom edges to give you a softer line.  
Machine wash and tumble dry at low heat.  The length is 
34” for a 3X.

A clever combination of organic rayon mixed with satin.  
A sweet pull over with ¾ sleeves.  Lightweight and easy 
travel.  Looks wonderful with black taper pants..  Machine 
wash and line dry.  Length is 28 ½” for a 1X.

Size :  1X - 4X   |  Organic Rayon & Satin

Neckline Details Sleeve Details

19tops blouses
tanks
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NATURE’S IMPRESSIONS  |  GF2280CTFS
US$ 76.00

Original batik design by GF.  Features a slimming 2 
by 2 button down pattern. Simple no collar blouse 
with a ¾ sleeve.  Enough hip allowance for comfort.  
Coordinates exceedling well with our linen/rayon 
pants.  Machine wash and tumble dry.  The length for 
a 2x is 28”.

Size : 1X - 5X

Sleeve Details

SHORT TRUMPET SLEEVE BLOUSE  | GF2259CTNS
US$ 60.00

Elegant Black or White are your choices in this ¾ sleeve 
pull-over blouse.  Lightweight, easy to pack and travel.  
Accessorize with contrasting color pants and shirts.  
Great for all seasons.  Machine wash and line dry.  
Length is 28” for a 1X.

Size : 1X - 3X 

Neckline Details Sleeve Details

blouses
tanks

camisoles
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White Pants
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Size : X/L - 3X   |  100% cotton jersey

THE BLACK TRIM CAMISOLES   |  GF2270
US$ 66.00

The Black Trim Collection is an assortment of color 
jersey with 5% lycra.  Our camisole straps are wide 
enough to cover a bra strap. Superbly comfortable 
and travels exceedlingly well.  Almost wrinkle free.  
Machine wash and tumble dry. 

DRESSY TANKS  |  GF2256
US$ 65.00

TANGERINE TWISTER SIMPLY BLACK 

We have perfected our tank top!   Just a great fit all around.  
Each tank has a princess seam at the center of each shoulder 
strap and then opens up to a front slit on both sides. The 
Tangerine Twister and Teal Tank are made from organic 
rayon.  The Simply Black tank is made from 100% cotton. 
Machine wash and line dry. The length for a 2X is 28”.

Size :  1X - 5X   |  100% organic rayon and cotton

TEAL 

CELERY BLUE BLACK

PINK

Coordinating Bottom :
THE SWING SKIRT
Page 26
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Button Details

MIX BOUQUET COLLECTION   |  GF6646RFB
US$ 96.00

BRUSH STROKE COLLECTION  |  GF6646BRUSH
US$ 90.00

A perfect cover-up over a short sleeve solid top or 
sleeveless tank. An original GF print design.Coordinates 
well with black pants for a slightly fitted look. Machine 
wash and line dry. Frontal length is 33” for a 3X.

Size : 1X - 4X  |  100% organic rayon

Coordinating Top
Dressy Tank

Page 21

Choose between our Blue or Red Bouquet.  Each jacket 
is hand dyed and will have its own unique mix.  We have 
coordinated our Tangerine Twister Tank with the Red 
Bouquet and the Teal Tank with the Blue Bouquet.  Very 
artsy and fashionable for any Special Occasion.  Machine 
wash and line dry (or dry cleaning).

RED BLUE

Chest Details WHITE RED

dressy jackets
shirts

dresses
special occassions22



ARTISTIC COMBINATION   |  GF6646RBK
US$ 96.00

This is the GF Jacket/Duster with a ¾ sleeve and frontal 
Chinese knot button.  It is slightly longer in the back.  
Perfect for women with wider hips and a smaller waist/
chest.  Basically, “Casual Elegance” which can be worn 
year round. Accessorize with black taper pants or a long 
“A” frame skirt. Machine wash and line dry. Frontal length 
is 33” for a 3X

Size : 1X-5X  |  100% organic rayon 

Sleeve Details Chest / Button Details

23special occassions dressy jackets
shirts

dresses

CREAM GREY BLACK

DIAMOND STITCH JACKET  |  GF6649PBA
US$ 88.00

Our Zip Up Jacket features our unique diamond stitch and 
can be worn in the rain.  Each jacket is hand sewn.  It is very 
lightweight for comfort and travel.  It is lined with cotton 
netting to absorb heat and perspiration.  Easy to open and 
close. It’s classy, sharp and clean.  Machine wash and line 
dry.  Length is approximately 33” for a 2X.

Size : 1X - 4X   
Made from Parachute Fabric and Lined with Cotton Net

Neckline Details Side Pocket Details



BOTANICAL COLLECTION   |  GF2273CTNPAINT
US$ 95.00

Each blouse from our hand painted collection is uniquely 
different from another.  Our fabric painter, Nyoman Dego 
recreates a magnificent rendition of the exotic pink lily.  This 
fabric is slightly sheer and best worn with a tank, camisole, 
bathing suit or white under garment. A work of art on fabric. 
Machine wash and line dry (or dry clean). 100% cotton. 

Size:  M/L (fits up to a 2X) and X/L (3X-4X) 
Length: M/L is approx. 33” and X/L is approx. 35

Neckline Details Hand-Painting Details

LUXURIANT BLACK DRESS  |  GF1128RBK
US$ 125.00 

Neckline Details Side Bottom Slit Details

dressy jackets
shirts

dresses
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The Luxuriant Black Dress features a scallop edge neckline and 
hemline. Made from 100% organic rayon (all of our fabrics 
are prewashed and softened before cutting). Princess seams 
from the shoulder reduce the amount of fabric gathering at the 
armholes and chest. The neckline, hemline and side slits have 
a double sewing of silver and pewter threads. Add a silk shawl 
for an elegant evening. Dry cleaning recommended.

1X: chest - 51”; length - 50 3/4”
2X: chest - 54”; length - 51 1/4”
3X: chest - 58”; length - 51 3/4”



DIVINELY DRESS  |  GF0128FB
US$ 150.00

25special occassions dressy jackets
shirts

dresses

The Divinely Dress was designed as a more fitted evening 
dress. Made of organic rayon with silk threads from GF own 
formulated dyes. A roomy fit without excess material at the 
chest and waist. Wear it out to dinner, engagement party or 
during the holidays. 

Size : 1X - 3X
Length : approximately 51”

SELESTE DRESS  |  GF0126RCK
US$ 110.00 (LONG)  |  US$ 90.00 (MEDIUM)
US$ 60.00 (SHORT)

The Seleste Dress is a wonderful garment. Easy travel 
and cleaning.  Both colors (black and chocolate) are 
made from organic rayon. This dress is the 1st choice 
among women who need more hip room. You can 
choose between long, medium and short. Machine 
wash and line dry. 

Coordinating Bottom :
THE SWING SKIRT
Page 26

SHORT

MEDIUM

LONG

Sizes :  
M/L (16-18), X/L (20-24), 
XX/L (26-30)

Length:  Long (49”) 
Medium (44”) Short (32”)

100% Organic Rayon



POSITIVELY PALAZZO  |  GF3338
US$ 68.00

skirt
capri
pants
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THE SWING SKIRT  |  GF4414
US$ 62.00

Our Swing Skirt is an upbeat choice for happening 
times! Great with any of our tanks, camisoles and 
tops. Features a wider elastic waistband for a proper 
fit. The swing is youthful and fun. Machine wash and 
line dry.

Coordinating Top - THE CAMISOLE COLLECTION - Page 21

Stylish pant with wider leg opening (almost appears 
to be like a skirt).  Fabric is free flowing.  Made of 
100% organic rayon. Perfect for women with wider 
thighs or who want a skirt effect. Flat front band and 
elastic in back. Machine wash and line dry. Length is 
approximately 39” for a 1X.

Size : 1X - 4X

Coordinating Top 
GF BASIC PULLOVER
Page 17

Bottom Details
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GF FORMULA PANTS   |  GF3326CTL
US$ 70.00

This is our basic taper pants with side pockets. Made 
of 95% cotton and 5% lycra. Coordinates with our 
jersey tops for active wear. Finally, a taper pants that 
looks good! Machine wash & line dry.

Size : 1X - 4X
Length : approximately 38” - 39” 

THE RIGHT FIT COLLECTION   |  GF3321BKWH
US$ 76.00

Have we got the right fit! This is the ultimate slimming 
pant for women with wider hips, larger bums and a short 
front rise.  Nice and roomy in the back and no excess 
of fabric.  Great Fit.  Our best selling pant. Made of 
45% linen and 55% rayon. Machine wash and line dry  
(or warm cycle for 5 minutes).  
Length is 39”.

Size : 1X - 5X

bottoms
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COMFY CARGO CAPRI  |  GF0325PAR
US$ 76.00

Our comfy cargo capri pants are made from parachute 
fabric. They are light and airy. Featured are two side pockets 
and a drawstring leg. This is one of the most popular pants 
in the GF collection. Please select one of the three colors. 
Machine wash and line dry or machine dry for several 
minutes.

Size : 1X - 4X
Length : Approximately 33”

Bottom Drawstrings Details Side Pocket Details BLACK AQUA BLUEGREY


